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Fourth Annual Islander Short Film Festival Goes Hollywood With ‘Moonlight by the Bay’ Mock Red Carpet Premiere
Campus, public invited to attend gala screening and judging of eight films

CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas – Moviegoers attending the fourth annual Islander Short Film Festival at Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi on Saturday, May 1, will experience a mock Hollywood premiere complete with paparazzi, formal dress, and a red carpet.

The theme of the festival, which is free and open to the public, is “Moonlight by the Bay.” Guests are invited to arrive at 6:30 p.m. to socialize on the Bay Hall lawn with friends and the eight filmmakers whose works will be screened beginning at 7 p.m. in Bay Hall, Room 103.

Following the screenings, which are all less than 10 minutes in length, judges will award monetary prizes to the top three films. In addition, the audience will vote on its favorite film as well as the “Best Dressed” attendee.

Films to be screened are:
1. “Cosplay”- directed and produced by Delaney Meaux (8 minutes)
2. “The Crawling Brain”- directed and produced by K.C. Coker, Freelance Film and Video (9 minutes, 55 seconds)
3. “5th and Park”- directed and produced by Patrick Hoy and Megan McDougall (6 minutes, 26 seconds)
4. “The Whisky Swillers”- produced by Bobby Lewis (3 minutes, 39 seconds)
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5. “The Writings of Denis Kaufman”- produced by Bobby Lewis (6 minutes, 46 seconds)

6. “Clear Blue Sky”- written by Sheri Hunt, directed by Bailor Ellison, produced by Hilton Hunt (9 minutes)

7. “A Patient Experiment”- written and produced by Harrison Hunt and Bailor (10 minutes)

8. “Unusual Support Groups”- produced by Brendan McKee (10 minutes)

For more information, call Dr. Cheryl Spaniol at 361. 825.2179.
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